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About This Game

A multiplayer sci-fi arena shooter with a heavy emphasis on verticality, meant for playing with friends. It combines fast paced
quake-style action with unique and skill based weapons, resulting in a competitive and enjoyable experience. The shoulder

mounted movement grenade launcher allows the player to uniquely utilize their environment for both offense and defense by
propelling their character through the air off of walls and surfaces. The verticality of the level and gameplay design gives more

choice to the player as to how to use cover and the weaponry available to their advantage.

Assault Rifle: Your standard assault rifle. Fully automatic, reasonably accurate, and moderate damage. A rather versatile
weapon. Nothing too special.

TR9 Shotgun: A semi-automatic shotgun with a wide spread and high damage at close range. Obviously very inaccurate.

SMG: A small, fast firing, fully automatic submachine gun with relatively high spread and low damage. Meant for close range.

Plasma Crossbow: A crossbow that fires a plasma bolt, very high accuracy and damage at the cost of high recoil and low
projectile speed. Meant for medium to long range engagements.

DMR: A long range, accurate rifle that sacrifices damage for higher fire rate and projectile speed over the crossbow. Comes
equipped with a scope.

Plasma Rifle: One of the more unique weapons. As it is fired, its fire rate and accuracy increases in a somewhat minigun-like
fashion. It has no reload, but instead regenerates ammunition when not fired. Relatively low damage, but highly versatile and
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dangerous in the right hands.

Railgun: A pick-up, it has extremely high damage, accuracy, projectile speed, and recoil, but charges up before fired, forcing
the player to predict their enemy's movements. Comes with a scope.

Movement Grenade Launcher: A small, shoulder mounted grenade launcher that fires a movement grenade. It deals no
damage, but pushes objects away from it, including players. This allows the player to use it in clever ways, such as propelling

them accross the map quickly or pushing enemies away from them.
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Title: Potentia
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Influx Interactive
Publisher:
Influx Interactive
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: FX-6300 or i5-4440

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTS 450 or Radeon HD 6770

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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this is a sequel to a game that has become very known among all gamers' community: like a next year in school - game's got
bigger. If a first one modestly asked for 198 mb on hard drive this one has immediately eaten 4.7 GB. But, honestly, I don't
know what has taken all these spaces - graphics stayed almost the same minimal and primitive; its a pity, but i can't help but join
lots of complaints about camera controls, game controls. However - definite must have for fans of a serie :). She is a little bit
tricky to play.
But plays like a better version of Katsuragi.
I like her cheerfullness.
Musictheme is cheerfull too...
Go for her.... This game hurt my soul.............i like it.. I bought this game for a signifigant discount during a steam sale, and for
that price I found it worth the money. This game reminds me of super monkey ball, but plays a bit differently. You only control
directions LEFT and RIGHT. You constantly move forward. The left and right directions somtimes change based on the camera
angle (espeically doing a loop on a track), which can cause trouble navigating at times. The music is fun, and the menu system is
very quick. It's cute. It's fun. It's also frustrating trying to complete levels sometimes.. FREEDOM FARTS. Pretty bad right
now.
The small apartment *looks* nice enough, but it *feels* awful.
The small dices you pick up to shrink are extremely buggy, and
when you're small you float around using the trackpad in a
hilariously broken way. Some times the screen just goes black because you
"skated" across some glitch-wall or something in the middle of a room.

As for the purpose of the game?
Well, you walk around said apartment.
It has a kitchen, living room, bedroom, bathroom and a small sideroom - all connected by a tiny corridor.
Within that space there are a bunch of rabbits. Some are out in plain sight, others are tiny and hidden so you
can't really see them unless you shrink yourself first. To do that, just pick up one of the dozen small dices littered across
the place.

Then you just get close to a bunny and click on it to make it vanish.
Which is also the only sound you'll ever hear in the game besides the monotone music
and a narrator that pops in with a small line here and there as you collect
more bunnies.
Throwing furniture, dishes and other objects around does not make any sound at all.

All in all, it just feels glitchy and amateurish.. Very cool RPG. Simple looks with a funny backstory.

Reccomend playing it with a old NES Controller.. Subscribe to pewdiepie to help the bro army and stay number 1!. Mk so my
last review was awful and un isnpired blah blah BLAH.

ok so yeah it wasnt made by chucklefish and i got llured into it becuse chucklefish published it.
so when i started it up high hopes cuz i sometimes like a good rpg[not often or just wanted to try an rpg] so when i started it i
was like "mk looks snazzy.
lemme do some pros and cons
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pros
great graphics
ambushes
charecter styles

cons
can stumble into ambushes WAY TO FAST!!!
 Enemy's take a while to kill
enemys to op at the start
ambushes are extremly hard to survive. ever.
 and finnally.

this is my fault

i thought that this was achucklefish game :[
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Out of the best assassin/stealth games I've played, being Hitman Blood Money, Hitman Contracts and Splinter Cell Chaos
Theory, 'Death to Spies: Moment of Truth' is by far the leader and a must play for those who loved the Hitman Series, but want
a bit more of a challenge (plus more features).. Seen alot of bad reviews. Bought the game anyway, havent had a problem
running it so far. It does need alot of work, and the devs are working on it. They put out updates to improve it. If they do what
they say thia will be a awesome game. Its fun now and i'm looking forward to the next couple of updates to see were they take
the game. I will do another review in a little while. After two or three updates. If you want a game thats done then dont buy this.
But if you want to support someone making what will be a awesome game then take a change. Find out all you can before you
buy any early access game. Some turn out great and some don't. Ive beeen on both sides. Ill let you know more in the furture.
Hope this helped.. You unearth clues by playing Mahjongg and use those to arrest criminals. Definitely not worth it for the full
price, but on discount it's a fun Mahjongg game with a twist, especially if you enjoy the detective genre.. The Clockwork Man is
a pretty decent game for the price, but it took me around 2 hours to complete it.. Really fun game! it is almost allways random
maps and stuff,
Really fun to beat eachothers highscores, shields are pretty useless. Way too many feels, WAY TOO MANY!! I was sobbing
like a little girl who lost her first love. Cursed Sight is a merciless VN for the feels department. I was hoping for something
light(ish) and sweet and instead I spent the evening locked up in my room so that no one would ask me why I was sobbing.

Would play again 10/10.

Up to about the half way point I was playing the game as if it was nothing new and that the twists were basic but then... oh boy..
I felt that this game was a bit rushed to a conslusion. The format has been the same all the way through which i like and some
new weaponry was added which is cool. Grpahics are great and gameplay was good. However, I did feel like the ending was a
bit lousy and left me wanting. Good game nonetheless.
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